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Abstract
Radiation has helped to develop our culture and civilization, both of material and of spiritual,

and without doubt it is useful to develop our civilization further and to enrich our future life. On the
other hand, we cannot help avoiding to live with some by-product radiation of "advanced
civilization" in addition. Thus we must associate with radiation even if we like it or not.

To our understanding, safety standard or criteria of safety control is nothing but a contract of
the body concerned with the society. In order to make this contract rigorously, it is required for both
sides to have adequately enough knowledge and data on the methodology of treating the matter. In
such societies, people's acceptable levels to radiation exposure would not be widely distributed.
Unification of the wills of the society is absolutely necessary to establish such a contact or develop
the philosophy on radiation safety. Hence, we have tried to investigate the acceptable levels of
people to radiation exposure. Two kinds of levels, upper limit of the acceptable dose for
instantaneous whole body exposure, Lu, and lowest of the dose caring in mind, LI, were set for
inquiry. In this presentation, some results of our survey to both Chinese and Japanese professionals
in the fields of science-technology and medical science are reported.

Similarly to the previous study by Katoh, in 1989 or so, the distribution of these two levels
were very broard and the band widths between the two levels, Lu and LI, were quite narrow. The
former seems reveal the variety of individual's sense of value. Moreover, it was found that, two
levels, Lu and LI, were significantly higher (p<0.05, p<0.005) in Japanese to in Chinese in
science/engineering group, while in medical group, the two levels were higher apparently in Japanese
than in Chinese, but no statistically significant difference was observed. Moreover, in medical group,
Lu and LI showed higher values than those in science-technology group for the Chinese (p<0.05,
p<0.01). Similar tendency was observed for the Japanese, however, there was also no statistically
significant difference.
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